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MATHEMATICS 
CORRECTIONS TO THE PAPER "ON INTUITIONISTIC 
DIFFERENCE RELATIONS" 
BY 
B. VAN ROOTSELAAR 
(Communicated by Prof. A. HEYTING at the meeting of October 27, 1962) 
1. In a letter to the author dated 7.9.1962, Professor Dr. A. HEYTING 
observed that the example on p. 318 of the author's paper "On in-
tuitionistic difference relations" (Indagationes Mathematicae 22 (1960), 
316-322; henceforth referred to as IDR) does not serve its purpose. In 
fact, the example was intended to show proper inclusion of {3 in y (for 
the definitions of {3 and y see IDR, def. 2.1, p. 316 and def. 2.2, p. 318). 
However, the argument applied in IDR p. 318 to establish that Brouwer's 
relation Ent is not in {3 equally yields that it is not in y, as HEYTING 
showed in his letter. From this follows that the example fails to establish 
inclusion at all. 
An interesting aspect of HEYTING's remark is, that Brouwer's relation 
Ent is not a difference relation in the (natural) sense of IDR and that 
l Ent is not an equivalence relation (in general). 
Concerning the second schema on p. 320 of IDR, one may observe 
that indeed Abw is in y, Weg is not in y and l Abw is in es, but l Weg 
is not in es. 
Some time before HEYTING's letter, the author investigated the classi-
fication of intuitionistic difference - (and equivalence) relations more 
systematically and more detailed than was done in IDR. The author 
intends to include in the report of these investigations a discussion of 
the questions raised by HEYTING's remark. 
2. The author wishes to make use of the opportunity to put right 
some minor mistakes in IDR and to point out some simplifications. 
a. Theorem 2.2 of IDR (p. 317) is incorrect and should read: 
~ -+ fi-+ y -+ 88. 
In particular the first line of the proof, "The first inclusion follows 
from ex -+ y by contraposition" is incorrect and should be deleted. 
On the contrary, the inclusions £X-+$-+ y follow by definition and 
there remains to show y-+- es. 
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Therefore let e = l G with G E y, then G satisfies D 1, D2 and D5, hence 
e = l G satisfies E1, E2 (expressing reflexivity and symmetry) and by 
contraposition of D5 we have 
I.e. 
l G(X, y) & l G(y, z) --+ l G(X, z) 
e(x, y) & e(y, z) --+ e(x, z) 
which means that e satisfies E3, thus e E s and since e is stable, we have 
(! E ss. 
b. From Theorem 2.4 of IDR one may conclude that /'1-difference 
relations are characterized by axioms D1, D2, D4, D5. However D5 is 
a consequence of D2 and D4, hence superfluous. So /'1-difference relations 
may be defined as relations satisfying D1, D2 and D4. 
c. The first line of the proof of Th. 2.5 in IDR is confusing: it should 
read: "Let (J E e, i.e. (J = l f2 with f2 E s". Actually, the first part of the 
proof is the verification of D4 for G. 
d. In the proof of Th. 2.6 in IDR the reference should be to Th. 2.4 
and to the observation added to definition 2.2, instead of to Th. 2.2. 
